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The most beautiful royal crown is the trust and love of the
Romanians, and its value lies in Romania’s own merits.

King Michael I of Romania

The Princess Margareta of Romania Foundation was established in 1990 by Her Majesty Margareta, 
Custodian of the Romanian Crown, together with her father, King Michael. During its 28 years of work, 
the Foundation developed a wide variety of sustainable projects in the areas of education, community 
development, civil society, health and culture, projects which contributed to the spiritual and social 
renewal of Romania. The Princess Margareta of Romania Foundation is today an elite 
non-governmental organisation that supports children, young people and the elderly through 
sustainable intervention, based on sharing experience and values between generations.
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28 years ago, I promised myself I would do my best to change the lives of the most vulnerable 
Romanians for the better. Today, more than ever, we feel committed to continue the social and 
educational programmes. We support the children who want to learn and aspire to overcome the 
poverty of the environment they were born in, help talented young people to follow their path to 

success and stand alongside the elderly who need support in their lives.

All this would not have been possible without people who share our ideals and are willing to join 
us, people ready to get involved and commit themselves to change the destinies of others for the 
better. Our Foundation is working every day out of love for Romania. We will continue this work for 
people in a modern and efficient approach and together we will build a beautiful Romania, for us 

and for future generations.

Her Majesty Margareta,
Custodian of the Romanian Crown

„

„

Our vision 
Romania achieves its true potential and all its citizens respect 

each other and themselves.  

Mission 
We discover leaders and inspire them to create sustainable 

and autonomous communities.

Values
Responsibility

Loyalty
Generosity

Integrity
Leading by example
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chool dropout is one of the most serious problems of the Romanian 
educational system. According to Eurostat data, the early school 
dropout rate is 18.5%, which places Romania on the third place in the 

top European countries. The main cause of this phenomenon is poverty. In 
addition to early school leavers, there are children who never went to school 
in the first place. More than 28 years of experience in social projects 
dedicated to children have shown us that the only real way to break the 
vicious circle of poverty is access to education.

S

Support for children from disadvantaged 
backgrounds

In 2017, the 
Special Fund for 

Children 
supported over 
1000 children 

and young 
people aged 

between 7 and 18, 
from 38 counties 

(64 villages, 14 
cities).

children in rural areas 
attended a social 

after-school centre

children in rural areas 
received Christmas gifts

families received social 
aid packages

rural after-school centres 
were supported by the 

Foundation

volunteers involved / 
3058 volunteer hours

671

87

252

children received 
scholarships for school 

and individual counselling

328

13

635

The Special Fund for Children is a national 
programme for assistance and access to 
education dedicated to helping children 
who find themselves in situations of 
hardship. The Special Fund for Children 
promptly responds to the needs of 
families across the country, providing 
them with financial support to overcome a 
crisis context as a result of which children 
may drop out of school. The programme 
equally contributes to the development of 
education in small, isolated communities, 
through investments in after-school 
programmes and day-care centres.

The programme works for the prevention of 
early school dropout by two components:

1. Scholarships

We provide individual financial aid, during 
the school year, to children and young 
people who find themselves in serious 
social situations, in order to prevent early 

school-leaving and to cover their school 
attending costs. Children from all over 
the country, from rural or urban areas, are 
supported, up to the amount of 350 Euro 
per year. The funding is granted in a 
customised manner, so as to ensure 
long-term effects in the child’s life.

2. Grants for local after-school 
organisations

We award grants of 2 000-4 000 Euro for 
after-school projects in rural areas and 
towns under 35 000 inhabitants, covering 
the costs of meals and educational, 
sanitation and hygiene materials, an 
investment that has the effect of 
modernising education in the most 
disadvantaged areas of the country.

In 2017, the programme’s partner was 
Vodafone Romania Foundation, for 17 
counties, through the Strategic 
Investment Programme for Rural Areas.
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Programme beneficiaries
The programme is intended for children from all over the country, enrolled in a form of state pre-university 
education, who find themselves in difficult social contexts. They come from low-income families, are left under 
the care of their relatives, have sick parents or come from families with many children, have severely disabled 
people under their care or come from single-parent families. 

Main activities for the children from disadvantaged 
backgrounds 

Social intervention and monitoring depending on the needs identified, specific for each of the 
beneficiaries. The scholarships provided children with school supplies, compulsory and auxiliary 
educational materials, clothing and footwear, hygiene and sanitary products, payment for boarding, meals 
or transport to school for children who learn in other cities, eye glasses, hearing aids, integration in 
after-school programmes.

A healthy meal every day was one of the programme’s concerns, with the funding covering the costs of a 
sufficient and healthy diet, whether within the family, in the school canteen or in a social after-school centre.

Social counselling and technical assistance provided to families in difficulty, in order to improve the 
situation and to find solutions to their problems, but also to local NGOs in order to stabilise them and ensure 
post-funding project sustainability.

Motivational camp aimed to reward 50 children with a very good school evolution and was organised 
during the summer holidays, at Râul Sadului.

Course for the development of communication skills and non-formal methods of education for 24 
specialists in education and the staff from within 8 social centres funded through the Strategic Investment 
Programme for Rural Areas.

Partners
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How we support children, 
seniors and social centres in 
communities

Building on the experience of working 
with senior volunteers to support children 
from disadvantaged backgrounds, the 
Foundation has created an 
intergenerational methodology in order to 
implement this approach in as many 
communities across the country as 
possible. Seniors wishing to have an active 
life get involved as volunteers, in the 
day-to-day activities of day-care centres.

In 2017, we succeeded in extending the 
Generations Method to 4 new centres in 
Bucharest, Bacău and Brașov, and we 
funded 11 intergenerational centres in 
total. The Generations method is 
currently implemented in 15 centres 
across the country.

The Generations Community 
Centre programme means:

Activating elderly from the 
community, as volunteers for children 
attending day-care centres, with the 
role of mentors, teachers, craftsmen 
for creative workshops or friends. 

Using intergenerational working 
methods in the various activities of 
day-care centres for children.

High quality social assistance and 
school guidance provided to all their 
beneficiaries. 

Mobilising the community for 
fundraising campaigns or events and 
involving the Community 
Foundations as a local partner. 

Awarding a grant up to 8.000 Euro to 
after-school social centres to support 
intergenerational activities.

Generation 
Centres in

2017:

wo of the social problems that Romania faces today are early school 
dropout generated by poverty and accelerated demographic ageing. 
The day-care centres in the country, which provide social assistance 

and educational support to children from families in need, often face 
insufficient resources. On the other hand, many of the elderly have a sense of 
uselessness and suffer from the loss of their social role. Children from modest 
families and seniors who want to be active meet within the intergenerational 
centres created by the Generations Programme.
Using the elderly as a resource for the community is an important paradigm 
shift, but an absolutely necessary one for encouraging active ageing and 
adapting to the existing demographic situation.

T
children attend the 15 

intergenerational centres 
in the country

indirect beneficiaries 
(parents, grandparents, 

brothers/sisters)

elderly volunteers work 
daily with children

 improved their school 
performance

hours of social 
assistance, 

socialisation and 
schooling

2160

18.000 

new intergenerational 
centres

4

63%

589

125

of the beneficiaries 
completed the school 

year

99,8%
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Intergenerational centres in 2017 
The Generations Center in Bucharest

Diakonia Christian Foundation – Day care centre for children from disadvantaged families;

Buckner Foundation;

Multifunctional Philanthropy Association – St. Spiridon Day Care Centre;

Good Samaritan Association;

St. Vasile the Great orthodox association – Speranța Day Care Centre;

Cuvântul Întrupat Foundation – “La vale” Community Centre of Galați;

Chance for Life Association;

St. Archdeacon Ștefan Association;

Community Support Foundation – Mozaic Day Care Centre; 

Diaconia Foundation of Brașov.

Activities of senior volunteers 
Guiding children in doing their homework and individual schooling

Educational courses: foreign languages, reading club, painting

Vocational clubs: dance, choir, chess, guitar, photography, handmade items

Creative workshops and traditional crafts, such as sewing or knitting

Games and socialisation, birthday anniversary, sports activities

Personal development: educational traveling, practical course of good manners

Partners
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According to the NSI, more than 3.25 million people in Romania are 
aged over 65, and the accelerated demographic ageing is a certainty 
worldwide. Moreover, approximately 1.5 million elderly in Romania are 

affected by loneliness, to a greater or lesser extent, according to the national 
survey conducted by GfK for FPMR, in September 2015. The Elderly Line is a 
project developed in support of seniors across the country, in response to the 
demographic ageing issue. The program was launched through the 
Connecting for Good programme. 

A

How does the Elderly Line work?

partner institutions
and NGOs

400

unique beneficiaries 
received assistance, 

information and support 
services

1400

friendships were create
by weekly calling

380

new interactions
in 2017

9020

calls recorded so far

volunteer hours and 22 
volunteers of different 

ages interacted with the 
elderly

750

hours of social 
counselling and 

socialisation

2532

We answer
from the heart

17000

More than 680 elders 
went out to eat with City 
Grill support, through the 
“Be the Angel of the 
elderly” campaign

1 September 2017 – launch 
of the Seniors’ TeleClub, 
socialisation service for the 
elderly

More than 100 elders watched a 
theatre play with the support of 
Godot Cafe Theatre through the 
“Invite a grandparent to the 
theatre” campaign

1 October 2017 – The National 
Conference for a beautiful old age 
and the launch of the “Top Needs 
of the Elderly in Romania” analysis
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Programme beneficiaries
The phone line is dedicated to people aged over 65 from Romania, from the urban and rural areas. So far, over 
17 000 phone interactions have been recorded and over 2 700 elderly people have been unique beneficiaries 
of the information, counselling or socialisation services.  

Main services for the Romanian elders 
Useful and of general interest information for the elderly who do not know whom to call and which 
institutions to address for their problems. They can find an immediate, fast/ quick/swift and free answer at 
the Elderly Line.

Social guidance and counselling provided to the elderly in need of specialised services or practical 
solutions, but also to the families of those in need of home care or support of various types. They are 
directed to the competent institutions in their community.

Emotional support and alleviation of loneliness for those elderly who experience physical or emotional 
isolation and feel the need to talk and be listened to. Those calling for this service are regularly called by 
the specialised operators and volunteers trained to help them.

In September 2017, the Princess Margareta of Romania Foundation launched the Seniors’ Teleclub, a service 
complementary to the periodic phone recall service. The Seniors’ Teleclub comes as a solution to alleviate the 
loneliness of elderly who cannot take part in a seniors club, either because it does not exist or because the elderly 
cannot move. Through the Seniors’ Teleclub, the elderly have the opportunity to socialise and talk with each other on 
topics of common interest. Thus, the group becomes an emotional bridge and moral support, enhancing the sense 
of trust and belonging.

Promotion of social participation for those seniors who are still active, who express their wish to become 
volunteers in their community.

Reporting abuses to which the elderly are subjected.

Partners
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alent is not always enough to be successful in the artistic world. Study, 
guidance of specialists, as well as financial support are necessary 
elements for the development of a young artist. Romania loses 

annually talents that could have otherwise been its cultural ambassadors. 
Young Talents is a project developed to support Romanian artists with 
potential, from across the country.

T

How do we help talented young people in Romania? 

The Young 
Talents 

Programme in 
2017:

musical instruments 
and various work 

materials

exhibitions, 4 individual and 
16 group exhibitions, both 

nationally and internationally

prizes won, including 9 
first prizes and 5 special 

prizes

participations in national 
and international 

masterclasses

attendances at national 
and international 

competitions

20

24

42

international scholarships

3

scholars: 18 visual artists 
and 18 musicians

36

8

7

The Young Talents programme 
supports and promotes talented young 
artists from modest families, so that 
they have the opportunity to develop 
their potential and express their talent. 
The Young Talents scholarships aim at 
the artistic development of young 
people based on a set of goals planned 
at the beginning of the year.  

Individual scholarships of up 
to 2 000 Euro 

They are granted for one calendar year 
and allow young artists to buy materials 
and instruments, to participate in 
competitions, concerts, exhibitions and 
specialisation courses in Romania and 
abroad. 

Intergenerational mentoring

This unique feature of the project gives 
the young scholars the chance to 
interact with established artists and 
cultural personalities, through monthly 
discussion sessions and creative 
workshops. 

Promoting the work and 
talent of everyone

Through events organised by the 
Princess Margareta of Romania 
Foundation or in collaboration with 
partners and sponsors of the Young 
Talents programme, we promote the 
talent and works of each young artist. 

The Young Talents Programme is recognised as the Best Art and Culture 
Programme in Romania, awarded by the Civil Society Gala in 2013, 2015 and 2017. 
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Who are the scholars?
Pupils and students from the music and visual arts high schools and universities in the country, young people 
from low-income families, aged from 14 to 24. In 2017, 36 young artists were selected as Young Talents scholars, 
following a national selection carried out by a jury of prestigious art and culture people.

Main activities for the young artists
The development plan and the artistic portfolio of each scholar are designed so as to organise and 
prioritise their goals and to teach them how to appear before the public.

The promotion of young people consisted of a series of 16 events, recitals and exhibitions. Their purpose 
is to present the young scholars to the public and to highlight their qualities and performances.  

Intergenerational mentoring and personal development workshops. They represent the unique feature 
that gives the scholars the chance to learn from established personalities of the artistic and cultural life through 
discussion sessions and creative workshops. In 2017, the mentoring sessions were given by: Corina Șuteu – cultural 
consultant, Raluca Pantiș – colour and material designer – Groupe Renault, Costantin Adrian Grigore – conductor, 
Teodor Ilincăi – tenor, Mihaela Anica – flutist, Diana Marincu – art critic and curator, Lea Raszovsky – visual artist, 
Cristina Stoenescu – art curator, Adriana Oprea – art curator, Ana Neagoe – visual artist and curator at Elite Art 
Gallery, Iulian Ochescu – pianist, Remus Azoiței – violinist, Alexandra Dariescu – pianist, Rafael Butaru – violinist.

The creative camp attended by the scholars from all over the country and by the most valuable alumni was 
an opportunity to carry out interdisciplinary projects and to unite the group.

The Princess Margareta of Romania Foundation Orchestra performed on the stage of the Romanian 
Athenaeum with the occasion of the Royal Charitable Concert, prepared and conducted by Maestro Tiberiu 
Soare, and accompanied by Teodor Ilincăi – tenor, Remus Azoiței – violinist and Alexandra Dariescu – 
pianist. The event brought together an audience of over 800 people and took place in the presence of the 
Royal Family of Romania.

The Young Talents Gala took place at the National Theatre of Bucharest and was an event for the 
presentation of 2017`s scholars and for their recognition, through the diplomas awarded by Her Royal 
Highness Princess Maria.

Partners
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ith an experience of over 28 years, the Princess Margareta of Romania 
Foundation developed a wide variety of sustainable projects in the 
areas of education, community development, civil society, health and 

culture, projects which contributed to the spiritual and social renewal of 
Romania. Based on this experience, a tested methodology and the 
know-how of social professionals, in 2017 we launched pilot project My 
Cause.

My Cause proposes a new type of social intervention, starting from the idea 
that each person is an important resource in the community, who often wants 
to get involved but does not know how.

W

What does My Cause mean?

interviews with social 
actors in order to identify 
the valuable elements of 

the intervention 
methodology

interviews with potential 
social entrepreneurs

social entrepreneurs 
implemented the proposed 
methodology, in the first 6 

months of project

children supported not to 
drop out of school

60

7

October 2017, the launch 
of pilot project My Cause

socially involved people 
consulted for the 

identification of a simple 
social intervention 

mechanism

100

5

48

Through My Cause we reach out to those who want to get involved, following simple 
steps, based on a tested methodology. We help different social actors develop their 
own project and solve a problem that they encounter in their community. 

How we help social entrepreneurs:
Simple and easy to understand guides about how to initiate your own social project

Online and phone assistance at every step

Useful documents and ways to act and mobilize resources

My
Cause

My Cause – The way we do good! 
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Invite a grandparent to theatre, April
At Godot Cafe-Theatre, the first theatre evening for 
grandparents took place. For three hours, more than 100 elderly 
enjoyed special moments together, one of them being the 
performance “In the park” by Radu Iacoban, with Rodica Lazăr 
and Radu Iacoban in distribution. Throughout the campaign, 
theatre lovers were able to make a donation and thus they 
made possible this surprise offered to the seniors just before 
Easter Holidays. 

 

2 000 children celebrated the 
International Children’s Day at Elisabeta 
Palace, June 
The gates of the Palace were opened to the little guests who, 
accompanied by their parents or grandparents, participated in 
an unique event offered by the Princess Margareta of Romania 
Foundation. Her Majesty Margareta, Custodian of the Romanian 
Crown took part, together with the children, in interactive and 
novel workshops. The fencing and karate demonstrations, the 
wickerwork and flower wreaths workshop, as well as the 
photography exhibition depicting the childhood of Her Majesty 
Margareta, delighted the celebrated little ones.

Thank You Cocktail at
Elisabeta Palace, May
The event aimed at acknowledging the most important 
initiatives of social responsibility developed by the Foundation’s 
sponsors and partners. In the Kings Hall of Elisabeta Palace, the 
guests were leading personalities from the economic, banking, 
media and cultural environment, supporters of the Foundation’s 
social and educational programmes.
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National Conference “Good Practices for 
a Beautiful Old age”, October
The conference brought together over 150 specialists across 
the country to discuss and promote the most innovative and 
efficient solutions aimed at increasing the quality of life for the 
Romanian elders. Representatives from public institutions, 
non-governmental organisations and the private sector drew 
attention to the worrying perspective of the accelerated 
demographic ageing in Romania and shared good practices 
for the vulnerable elderly, as well as solutions for active ageing.

Royal Charitable Concert at the 
Romanian Athenaeum, October
The anniversary edition of the Royal Charitable Concert 
brought to the stage at the Romanian Athenaeum three of 
the artists who have offered unique and moving moments 
over the ten editions of this event, successful musicians 
performing on world stages: violinist Remus Azoiței, pianist 
Alexandra Dariescu and tenor Teodor Ilincăi, the Princess 
Margareta of Romania Orchestra, conducted by Tiberiu 
Soare. With a ten-year history, the Royal Concert is one of 
the most long-lasting and most successful fundraising 
events in Romania.

International Day of the Elderly, October
The sixth edition of the “Flowers for the Soul” campaign reached 
over 6 500 Romanian elderly. For a week they enjoyed the good 
thoughts and attention of the volunteers from 28 counties, who 
organised over 70 events and activities to celebrate the 
International Day of the Elderly. The Princess Margareta of 
Romania Foundation and other 50 national, local and regional 
NGOs, institutions, companies or volunteers, drew attention to 
the situation of the Romanian elders, offering flowers and 
greeting cards.

Young Talents Gala at the National Theatre 
of Bucharest, November
The 36 scholars of the Young Talents national programme 
appeared during an event show, celebrating their artistic 
achievements. On this occasion, Her Royal Highness Principesa 
Maria handed the Young Talents scholarship holders diplomas 
for artistic performance in the field of fine arts and classical 
music. The Young Talents Gala showed to the public the 
creative talent of the 36 programme scholarship holders, their 
individual and common artistic projects, the progress made by 
these youngsters over 2017.



Income 2.929.904 RON
Company sponsorships

Individual donors

DGASPC Sector 6 subsidy

Expenditure 2.922.244 RON
Programme implementation

Campaigns and events

Salaries and benefits,
incl. Charges

Administrative costs

2.387.961 RON

353,290 RON

188.653 RON

2.394.924 RON

196.612 RON

258.657 RON

72.051 RON

The financial year 2017 was audited by the independent auditor 
PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit SRL

82%

6,7%

8,9%
2,5%

91,4%
7,2%

1,4%
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Management Board
HM Margareta,

Custodian of the Romanian Crown

HRH Princess Maria of Romania

Anca Harasim

Adrian Curaj

Corina Șuteu

Dana Pîrțoc

Monica Minoiu

Radu Dop

Simona Baciu

S-P O'Mahony Dan Mocanu

Advisers
Ana Vasilache

Anda Todor

Andreea Roșca

Bryan Jardine

Dan Schwartz

Flavia Popa

Marie Louise Stoicescu

Melania Medeleanu

Radu Florescu

Sandra Pralong

Tiberiu Soare

Wargha Enayati

Executive Team
Mugurel Mărgarit Enescu

Executive Director

Viorica Chiru
Financial and Human Resources Coordinator

Ioana Petrea
Fundraising and Communication Director

Marius Ciobotă
IT Coordinator

Cristina Buja
Programme Manager

Anca Sohorca
Community Programme Coordinator

Oana Budiș
Programme Coordinator

Gabriela Iordache
Programme Coordinator

Sorin Marinescu
Programme Coordinator

Victoria Mitrofan Crețu
Programme Coordinator

Alexandra Ioana Tătar
Fundraising and Communication Coordinator

Amalia Manole
Fundraising and Communication Coordinator

Florentina Popescu
Fundraising and Communication Specialist

Emilia Soare
Social worker

Mihaela Bădoiu
Psychologist

Roxana Molocea
Social worker

Ioana Bejan
Social worker

Anca Cuțitaru
Social worker
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AGOTERM 93 SRL
AGREWEST SRL
ALBALACT SRL
ALCHIMEX SA
ALLIANZ TECHNOLOGY
ALUMNI SRL
AMG CERT SRL
ANCROMA PROD SRL
ANIMALAND SRL
AREON IMPEX SRL
ARHIGRAF SRL
ARIES CONSULTING SRL
ARTICA SRL
AUDIT OFFICE SRL
AUTOMOBILE DACIA
BB COLLECTION SRL
BELLA ROMANIA IMPEX SRL
BIADRIN IMPEX SRL
BIOACQUA SERVICES SRL
BRD GROUPE SOCIETE GENERALE 
CARREFOUR ROMANIA SA
CASA MEDITERANA IMPORT SRL
CASTROL LUBRICANTS SRL
CCR LOGISTICS SRL
CEPROINV SA
CHEMCO TRADE SRL
COILPROFIL SRL
COMPAS GROUP SRL
COMPUTING APROACH
CONCEPT CONSULT SRL
CONDOR EX SRL
CONSOL MOTATEI SRL
CRESCENDO INTERNATIONAL SRL
DANYA CEBUS
DELICATERIA ITALIANA SRL
DENTONS EUROPE - TUDOR SI ASOCIATII
DENTOTAL PROTECT
DEUTEK SA
DINAMIC SRL
DINMAR TELECOM SRL
DOMAROM STAR
DOTWARE SRL
ECCO SHOES

ELECOVAS SRL
ELEYLA SRL
EMIGAB SRL
EST EXCHANGE SRL
EURAS SRL
EUROMONTAJ INDUSTRIAL
EUROSERVICE TECHNOLOGY SRL
EUROVET LOGISTICS SRL
EVOLUTIA DAN
FANTASTIC TOURS SRL
FARMACIA CARMEN
FARMEXPERT DCI SRL
FEDLER GRUPPE ECHIPAMENTE SRL
FINACO SRL
FUNDATIA PHOENIX
FUNDATIA VODAFONE ROMANIA
GEDIS BEVERAGES SRL
GOLDTIM SA
HYDRO X SRL
IMPERBIT SA
IPTE RO SRL
ISS FACILITY SERVICES
IZOPLUS BUILDING SRL
JC GENERAL SERVICES CVBA
JOHNSON WAX
KAUFLAND ROMANIA
LIXLAND SRL
MACROMEX
MALEO SRL
MANOLO SRL
MARINE SRL
MC OFFICE 13 SRL
MECRO SYSTEM SRL
MEDINST DIAGNOSTIC ROMANO-GERMAN
MEGA IMAGE
MODULE WORKS
MONBAT RECYCLING SRL
MULTI GAME SRL
NEGRO 2000 SRL
NESTOR NESTOR DICULESCU SCA 
OCOLUL SILVIC CORMAIA ANIES
OLIMPIC SRL BERBESTI
PESCARUS HERASTRAU SRL

PIRAEUS BANK
POLICROM
PRAJA TURDOREL
PRO REFRIGERATION TEAM
PROSANA PLUS MEDICAL CENTER 
QUICK WEB INFO
RAIFFEISEN BANK
RAIFFEISEN LEASING
REGENCY COMPANY
RESIDENCE HOTELS
RINAPACK SRL
RO DESIGN SRL
RODESCO TRADING
ROGALSKI DAMASCHIN PR
ROPECO SRL
RSM ROMANIA SRL
RUFY ROOF ENGINEERING SRL
SABSPORT SRL
SAMSUNG ELECRONICS ROMANIA
MARRIS SRL
SETICO SRL
SKF ROMANIA SRL
SIQUA HOTEL
SOFMEDICA SRL
STAR STORAGE
STEL AGRO
STEYDAN COM SRL
STICK SERV SRL
STRING SRL
SUPPLY CHAIN CONSULTING 
TELENAV SRL
TEMA ENERGY SRL
TEO TYA AGRO SRL
TODAY ADVERTISING SRL
TOTAL CONTROL SRL
TRANSSEMNAL SRL
TRIPLEX B SRL
TRUCK PARTS
VEL PITAR SA
VRANCART SA
YUNGA LOGISTICS SRL 
ZECH BUKAREST CONSTRUCTIONS SRL

Sponsors

Partners
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Special Friends

Partner institutions

Sir George Iacobescu
Mrs. Alexandra Dariescu
Mrs. Ana Neagoe
Mrs. Antoaneta Cojocaru
Mr. Adrian Naidin
Mrs. Adriana Oprea
Mrs. Camelia Csiki
Mrs. Carmen Apetrei
Mrs. Corina Suteu
Mr. Constantin Adrian Grigore
Mrs. Cristina Stoenescu
Mrs. Diana Marincu
Mrs. Ileana Dana Marinescu

Mrs. Ilinca Tomoroveanu
Mrs. Ioana Ginghină
Mrs. Irina Margareta Nistor
Mrs. Lea Raszovsky
Mrs. Margareta Pîslaru
Mr. Andrei Dimitriu
Mr. Aurel Vlad
Mr. Doru Buzducea
Mr. Florin Pane
Mrs. Ioana Ginghina
Mr. Iulian Ochescu
Mr. Lucian Butucariu
Mrs. Mihaela Anica

Mrs. Raluca Pantis
Mr. Rafael Butaru
Mr. Remus Azoiței
Mr. Sebastian Androne
Mr. Ștefan Câlția
Mr. Stere Farmache
Mr. Teodor Ilincăi
Mr. Tiberiu Soare
Mrs. Uca Marinescu
Mrs. Unda Popp
Mr. Vasile Moldoveanu
Mr. Virgil Scripcariu
Mrs. Yael Bloch

Romanian Television Company
Romanian Radio Broadcasting Company TVR1
King’s Hour television broadcast
Absolut TV Pitești
Magic FM
Careers

HR Manager
Biz Magazine
Nine O''Clock
Business Review
Farmacia Ta
Alphega Magazine

Alternativa Community Social Service 
Agency
National Agency for Equal Opportunities for 
Women and Men
From the Heart for Your Neighbour 
Association
A Chance for Our Children Association
A Hope for All Association
Alzheimer Alternative Association
Good Samaritan Association of Galați
Caritas Association
Pro Vitam Charity
Fitomed Recovery Association
Delta Association of Brașov
Christiana Medical-Christian Philanthropic 
Association
Orthodox Philanthropic Association
Alba Iulia Reghin Branch
Fluens Association
Habilitas Association
Hercules Association
Home Care Association
Mansio Association
St. Spiridon Multifunctional Association of 
Galați
Never Alone – Elderly’s Friends Association
Lord’s Army Association of Gherla
Florian Cristescu Parents Association
Cumpăna Community Development 
Association
Elefta Family Protection Association
Association for Communication, Dialogue 
and Social Aid
St. Basil Association of Galați
Triada Association
ProEden Humanitarian Association
A Drop of Happiness Association

Vasiliada Association
Creative Smiles Association
Pro Vivax Association
Constanța Dolphinarium Asylum
St. Spiridon Home
Caritas Cluj
Caritas Timișoara
CARP Omenia Bucharest
CARP Timișoara
AMA Club
Providence House
Diecezan Caritas Centre
Panait Istrati County Library
National College of Social Workers in 
Romania
UCECOM Spiru Haret College
Red Cross Neamț Branch
Romanian Red Cross
DASM Cluj
DGAS Bucharest
DGASPC Arad
DGASPC Argeș
DGASPC Cluj
DGASPC Constanța
DGASPC Dolj
DGASPC Prahova
DGASPC Sector 1
DGASPC Sector 2
DGASPC Sector 3
DGASPC Sector 4
DGASPC Sector 5
DGASPC Sector 6
Community Social Assistance Directorate of 
Timișoara
DSS Brașov
Elite Art Gallery Bucharest

George Enescu Philharmonic
Târnăveni Buckner Foundation
Covasna Community Foundation
Galați Community Foundation
Mureș Community Foundation
Betesda Christian Charity Foundation
Herald Charitable Foundation
Community Care Foundation
Elderly Support Foundation
DeWesterCirkel Foundation
Diakonia Foundation
Haven Speranța Foundation
Inocenți Foundation
Păpădia Foundation
Foundation for Peoples Development
Elderly Care Foundation
Saint Anne Foundation
Star Hope Foundation
Cuvântul Întrupat Foundation of Galați
Concordia Humanitarian Organisation
Popricani Commune
National Theatre of Bucharest
National University of Arts Bucharest
National University of Music Bucharest

Media Partners
Daniel Angelescu
Gabriel Crișan
Cătălin Farcaș
Mihai Gheorghe
Franco Godini
Melinda Mandici
Ioana Tătar
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Get involved!

How can you personally support the Foundation’s programmes?
Monthly Donor – Be a constant supporter of the Foundation by donating a monthly fixed amount on 
www.fpmr.ro/donationline.

Volunteer – Offer your time and experience to children, young or elderly, or participate in the 
organisation of the Foundation’s events.

2% form - Until 25th of May, direct 2% of the income tax by signing the form. You can find it on 
www.fpmr.ro/doilasuta.

Donate your birthday – Sign up as a fundraiser on www.galantom.ro and give your birthday to 
children who cannot celebrate theirs, mobilising friends and social media to donate. 

Initiate your own social project - Join the My Cause community and discover a simple 
mechanism to involve in the lives of poor children who risk dropping out of school. Details on 
www.cauzamea.ro.

How can your company support the Foundation’s programmes?
20% of the corporation tax – Sponsor the programme you believe in by directing up to 20% of 
the corporation tax and 0.5% of the turnover, under a sponsorship contract. Write to us on 
prieten@principesa.ro.
 
CSR partnership - The company can become a Partner of a social or educational project, in order to 
have an impact in the community.   

Volunteering - Participate in volunteer actions together with colleagues and supported by the 
company. You can organise small internal fundraising events or you can mobilise your colleagues for an 
action dedicated to children or the elderly.
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